PLAY IN THE SAFE/JACOBSEN GOLF TOURNAMENT

THE FOUNDATION FOR Safer Athletic Field Environments (SAFE) was created by the Sports Turf Managers Association to provide research, educational programs and scholarships geared to sports fields. For the 4th year in a row, Jacobsen, A Textron Company, is sponsoring the SAFE/Jacobsen Golf Tournament. This event will be held in conjunction with the 15th Annual STMA Conference & Exhibition, January 21-25, 2004 in San Diego.

The tournament will take place on Wednesday, January 21 at the La Costa Resort & Spa in San Diego. Registration fees include greens fees, cart rental, and lunch. Proceeds from this tournament help support the SAFE scholarship, education and research fund. Last year, this Jacobsen-sponsored event brought in $12,875 to the Foundation.

The SAFE Foundation believes in pro-active research and education. We are dedicated to fund the kind of research that sports turf managers need to improve the playing surfaces they oversee. SAFE also recognizes that research must be effectively disseminated to professional turf managers and volunteer turf practitioners. Thus, our goal is to fund sports turf research and education.

Also, as part of our mission, SAFE is dedicated to supporting students focused on the profession of sports turf management through our scholarship program. Scholarship funds are earmarked for students of 2-year programs, students in 4-year undergraduate programs, and for grad students.

The SAFE Foundation has much work to complete before it can supply the sports turf industry with the desired level of programs. And we are truly thankful to Jacobsen for their continued support of our cause. However, additional funding is needed to fulfill the scholarship, research, and education aims of our mission. Your willingness to consider the SAFE Foundation’s request for funding is truly appreciated.

For more information on the SAFE/Jacobsen Golf Tournament, check out the STMA website at www.sportsturfmanger.com or contact STMA Headquarters at STMAHQ@st.omhcomlail.com or call Stephanie Watts at 800-323-3875.

For information on the SAFE Foundation, contact Steve Trusty at SAFE Headquarters by e-mail Steve@st.omhcomlail.com or by phone at 800/323-3875.

Great Fields Get Noticed.

Turfco offers you a strong team of turf building equipment. They’re the fastest and most versatile equipment to let you build harder and healthier turf. Your sports fields become safer to play on and become easier to maintain. Originators of Meta-R-Matic® top dressers in 1961, Turfco’s professional equipment gives your field a look that gets noticed.

Pro Turf Edger
Special design makes it easy to follow any edge. Eliminates spade work around the diamond. Oscillating blade action cuts fast and clean. Leaves no mess or no thrown debris to clean up.

Economy Aerator
Now you can afford to breathe life into any sports field. This low cost, 62” aerator has no hydraulics or mechanical linkages for easy use and low maintenance. Hooks up to any vehicle in seconds.

Precision Top Dresser
Fast, uniform, versatile. Patented chevron belt lets you handle top dressing, lime, crumb rubber, gypsum, calcine clay, compost and even overseeding with precision. Level fields and amend soil consistently.

For details and the name of your local dealer, call 1-800-679-8201
Turfco Manufacturing Inc.
1855 101st Avenue Northeast
Minneapolis, MN 55449-4420
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MANAGING PLAYABILITY DURING WEATHER EXTREME

Managing and maintaining sports turf fields for Washington State University Athletics is a challenging job. The weather in the Pacific Northwest varies so much from year to year as well as week to week. It is said around here if you do not like the weather wait an hour because it will change. That said, we typically get cold springs and warm summers. This year we started with summer in May and it was still hot in September. The work to have a playable field in extreme weather conditions begins way before anyone steps on the field. Here are a few examples of working with the climate changes we get and how they impact our fields:

Begin with establishing good, consistent cultural practices. Be willing to go the extra mile and do what it takes to make changes to benefit your fields. This can involve educating yourself and staff members on new practices and scheduling more time for fieldwork.

Develop and implement a management plan for each field for the year. Write this down and plan each and every task that is to be performed so that you know ahead of time what will be needed for the week or month. Religious log each job down when you complete it as well as things that could have been done better for next year. I look back at my logs all of the time to compare fertility programs or just to see when we started mowing a particular field each year.

Budget properly to accommodate the goals of the coaches and administrators. Keep in close contact with everyone on what the field needs for improvement so that the money is earmarked ahead of time. Be persistent and don’t take no for an answer. There is always a way to find the money or get the job done.

Keep an arsenal of supplies and equipment on hand. Be prepared. It can take years to build up enough equipment to adequately maintain fields for the playability that is desired.

Have knowledgeable staff that can help you out. You can never have enough people to help you out in a bind. Be willing to put in extra time and effort to ensure jobs get done.

At Washington State we have three Pac-10 sports turf fields. Some interesting weather extreme conditions have affected playability on all three. Each field is a cool season established Kentucky bluegrass and perennial ryegrass field with the salt and peppering of Poa annua. For the most part each field has a good irrigation system and minimal subsurface drainage. The Lower Women’s Soccer Field and the Bailey-Brayton Baseball Field are native soil fields and the Moobery Track Field is a sand-based field.

In November 2000 we held the NCAA first round women’s soccer tournament on the Lower Soccer field. The game was on a Friday so I watched the weather forecast closely to anticipate any drastic changes. A cold front was coming in on Friday so I chose to snow, paint lines and logos, and prep the field for game conditions Thursday after practice. No kidding, I painted the lines and logos that Thursday afternoon in a short sleeve shirt and it was sunny and 55 degrees out. It started snowing at four o’clock Friday morning. By six o’clock we had 4 inches of snow and I had our equipment staged on the soccer field before the coaches and event management even got there.

All parties involved brainstormed about what we might do. How can I make this playable, how is this going to affect the field next year, and how much time do we have? We put questions that instantly came to my mind. We chose a rotary nylon broom to sweep as much of the snow off the grass as possible but when it became too heavy and deep we used the snow blower, on which I had installed a rubber belting on the blade that scrapes against the ground. This works well and also keeps the edges from digging into the grass. The event management staff used more than 20 snow shovels to help remove snow in areas that the snow became too compacted or the ground became too soft to travel across.

The game started and the snow never stopped. At half time we topdressed the front of the press area, the sidelines where the officials ran and the goalmouths with sand and over seeded each area. We also broomed off all of the lines again. All within 15 minutes. The playability of the field was remarkable for the weather and the field grew back together nicely the next spring.

The Moobery track field is easier to maintain during weather extremes. For example, the javelin can stick in the wet or dry ground, the discus lands or sticks in the ground, and the hammer has a long wire handle so as long as it only goes 15 inches in...
the ground you can still find it. Yes, they leave cannon ball-sized holes in the
ground coming to a stop. This is not a problem to the person wearing snowshoes
or someone wearing a size 16 shoe. Fortunately most of our throwers are big
enough they probably wear that size of a shoe. It has become a big issue for the
employees that need to mow the facility as well as the mowers mechanically falling
apart while they are bouncing across the field.

To try to minimize this we will be rolling areas with the most damage and
then aerating as needed to manage compaction. Heavy topdressing with sand and
then dragging will also help.

The Bailey-Brayton Baseball field is currently undergoing a $1.3 million reno-
vation. The University and the athletic department have chosen to switch to a syn-
thetic turf because we just cannot consistently maintain a safe, playfield in the
spring. Our springs just do not warm up enough and are too wet for the Pac-10
season.

This spring our team tarped the infield before our first home game and it
rained about 1/4 inch that night, then it froze. Our staff spent 4 hours on the
tarp breaking up the puddles that had frozen and then loaded the ice into utility
vehicles. We then hauled it off the field and dumped it in a pile. It looked like a
large ice truck had crashed behind the stadium. We have shoveled snow off the
tarp before as well.

In the summers before we have held tournaments on the field which will start
at 7 in the morning and go until midnight. This will last for a week sometimes.
When it gets hot in the afternoon we will syringe the infield grass with a garden
hose. There is a fine line here so do not soak the grass. This slows the transpiration
rate and we get less injury. It makes all the difference in playability by day 6 and 7.
Playability is relative to just how “extreme” the weather gets. If there’s problems
before the weather hits, playability is already in jeopardy.

Mike Reisenauer is Sports Turf Manager for Washington State Athletics. He
can be reached at miker@wsu.edu.
THE CARRARO TIGRE CAR GST77, from Redexim Charterhouse, is a new utility vehicle featuring a rear flatbed complete with a threesided hydraulic dumping capability and protective grid between the flatbed and the operator's seat. The four-wheel drive unit is front-steering and offers a carrying capacity of 4,000 lbs.

For information, circle 06 or see www.oners.ims.ca/2085-067

Here is a listing of utility vehicle dealers servicing the turf industry:

- ASV Inc. 800-345-5954
- Bobcat 701-241-8700
- Broyhill 800-886-1008
- Club Car 800-258-2227
- Jacobsen 888-929-8973
- John Deere 800-537-8233
- Kawasaki Motors 800-661-7433
- Kent Manufacturing 800-330-5368
- Kromer Co. 952-472-4167
- MTD (Cub Cadet) 800-800-7310
- Redexim Charterhouse 800-597-5664
- Toro Company 800-348-2424

NEWTERRASPORT MODEL

Broyhill's new TerraSport utility vehicle boasts a 1500 lb. total capacity and robotic-welded tubular steel frame. With a 16-hp Briggs and Stratton engine, continuously variable transmission (CVT), power steering, and multi-leaf spring, dual shock suspension, the TerraSport(tm) provides a smooth ride at speeds up to 20 mph.

For information, circle 066 or see www.oners.ims.ca/2085-066

THE TORO WORKMAN 2110

The Toro Workman 2110 utility vehicle has hydraulic front disc and rear drum brakes for performance under heavy load conditions. Coupled with the 16-hp Briggs & Stratton Vanguard engine, the unit can tow up to 1,200 lbs. when using a heavy-duty tow hitch. Attachments include ballfield groomer, canopy, solid and folding windshield, deluxe cab, snowplow and more.

For information, circle 064 or see www.oners.ims.ca/2085-064
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SPREADER
SpreadEx offers the LG 375 commercial-duty granular spreader for seed, fertilizer, and control products. Standard with a 104-t. control cable, the spreader’s material flow gate calibrates and controls material flow. An adjustable deflector allows for spread pattern manipulation. TrynEx International/800-725-8377
For information, circle 071 or see www.oners.ims.ca/2085-071

PROFESSIONAL SPRAYER
Hudson Regulator sprayer has an oversized pump handle and the brass on/off valve rotates 360°. The unit maintains even pressure and constant flow rate with less pumping and reduced use of spray material. Instant on/off means fewer drips. H. D. Hudson Mfg./800-745-2392
For information, circle 073 or see www.oners.ims.ca/2085-073

SURFACE LOADER
The new R-Series Turf Edition is an all surface loader manufactured by ASV Inc. The unit has smooth, green, rubber tracks that allows the equipment to leave grass virtually untouched, while also providing traction for digging and grading. ASV, Inc./800-346-5994
For information, circle 068 or see www.oners.ims.ca/2085-068

ELECTRIC UV
The new Jacobsen Hauler 1000 features a 48 V DC high efficiency shunt motor, 1,000 lb. load capacity, leaf spring suspension with hydraulic shock absorbers, dual rear wheel brakes with optional front wheel disc brakes, a rotomolded polyethylene load bed with 15 cu. ft. capacity. Models feature the new E-Shield Corrosion Protection. Jacobsen/800-922-6877
For information, circle 065 or see www.oners.ims.ca/2085-065

The Commercial Series

FOUR HEADS ARE BETTER THAN ONE.

Available attachments:
Dethatcher • Vorti-cut • "V" reel • Conventional reel

Mastering all turf.
307 Hwy, 52E • Opp, Alabama 3647
1-800-537-3713 • 334-493-1300 • www.locketurf.com
Send for a kit of the full Locke line • Dealer inquiries invited

La Casa
Let us build your Field of Dreams...
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SPORESRURF 35
WeatherBeater®
by Colorado Lining
Specialized Sideline Covers

- Three Fabric Options
  Traditional, High Tech & Workhorse Combination
- Custom Printing Options
- Standard & Custom Sizes
  Available for Immediate Nationwide Delivery

877-448-2777
888-546-4641
www.coloradolining.com
www.weather-beater.com

---

Seeda-vator®
from First Products, Inc.

THE SE-60 SEEDA-VATOR IS THE ONLY SEEDER ON THE MARKET TODAY WITH THE FLEXIBILITY OF PRIMARY SEEDING OR OVERSEEDING WITH THE SAME MACHINE. THE UNIT HAS A PATENTED SWIVEL HITCH THAT ALLOWS THE OPERATOR TO TURN AROUND OBJECTS WITHOUT TENDING ESTABLISHED TURF. THE CLEATED ROLLER CAN BE PINNED TO GAIN DEPTH. THE SE-60 USES PATENTED VIBRATING TINES TO FRACTURE THE SOIL, RESULTING IN AN IDEAL SEEDBED. THE SEEDA-VATOR COMES WITH EITHER GROUND DRIVEN OR ELECTRIC DRIVE SEED HOPPER.

Seeing is believing!
Call for a demonstration today!

www.1stproducts.com
800-363-8780
email sales@1stproducts.com
First Products, Inc.
164 Oakridge Rd. Tifton, GA 31793

---

The Shindaiwa EB630 is the ultimate backpack blower. Reduces clean-up time by 50%.

- Incredible output: 613cfm, 201 mph
- Giant airfilter extends run times
- Ideal for toughest blowing jobs

We offer 4 commercial-grade models from the hand-held EB240S up to our most powerful blower, the EB630. To find a dealer nearest you, call (800) 521-7733, or visit www.shindaiwa.com

---

Thatch Master-Verticuts

Improving Sports Fields for over 10 years!

Available in 4, 5 or 6 foot widths

SET SHALLOW FOR RUNNER CONTROL/ OVERSEEDING

SET DEEP FOR RENOVATION

Call for a demonstration, information, or literature

TURF SPECIALTIES, INC.
800-201-1031

---

TURF DIAGNOSTICS & DESIGN

"Managing the Elements Through Science"

Field Stability & Hardness Testing for Artificial and Natural Turf
ASTM F355A
ASTM F1936
ASTM F1702

Construction Quality Control Testing Annual Audits
Gmax Testing, Impact Testing, Hardness Testing, whatever you want to call it, we provide it. Most experts recommend Gmax testing for construction quality control, then annually to verify field integrity.

You spend a lot of money on your fields, shouldn’t you be using our cost-effective services to ensure they’re in proper condition?

Subgrade testing also available!
We are an independent testing company, not affiliated with any suppliers.

Turf Diagnostics & Design, Inc.
web: www.turfdiag.com
email: turfdiag@turfdiag.com
phone: 913-780-6752
fax: 913-780-6759

---

HELP WANTED

Sales Person for Fleet/Broyhill
Brophyll

Seeking aggressive, successful and self-motivated person to promote turf line marking products for stadiums and sports fields.
Candidates must have successful sales track record and be willing to travel a specific territory by states. Company is successful and very aggressive in product design and formulations.

Send resume and salary history to:
Fleet/Brophyll, c/o Craig Brophyll
P.O. Box 475, Dakota City, NE 68731
900-228-1003 (11)

---
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"PLUSH" INFIELD

The turf in my ryegrass/bluegrass baseball infield was thin and patchy last year with some bare spots. I would like to know what steps to take this fall to make the field look nicer and be thicker for next season. What comes to mind is a "plush" infield, dark green, thick and soft grass. Tearing the entire field up is out of the question.

Cole Flick
Head Groundskeeper, Saints Field, Dassel, MN

After several emails and a digital picture or two it was apparent that Cole wanted to raise the performance and appearance of his baseball infield grass. He cited the Saint Paul Saints, "Dick Putz" field in St. Cloud, and Sec Taylor I-Cubs as fields that he aspires to match.

Cole realized that by the middle of the month he would be nearing the last day to seed Kentucky bluegrass and still achieve successful establishment. A week later he replied "Thank you for the information you sent me last week regarding infield re-seeding . . . I used more than 60 lbs. of seed, which is slightly more than you suggested."

I appreciated the follow-up letting me know what particular recommendations he chose. He did a great job of making the information fit his program. Cole used a local 4:1 sand/black dirt topdressing that he has had success with in the past and that should work just fine instead of the straight sand topdressing that I suggested. A sand/compost topdressing could have also been used.

I prefer heavier than normal seeding rates for many sports field uses, but I think Cole may hold the new record for the highest Kentucky bluegrass seeding rate his side of the Mississippi River. My normal seeding rate for most sport turf applications is 3 lbs. KB/1000 sq.ft. And this is already elevated above the standard seeding rates of 1.5 to 2 lbs/1000 sq. ft.

Each year my sports turf class renovates a local baseball infield with the following procedure. The picture shows the equipment that we use for the renovation and our material cost for seed, sand, and fertilizer is around $300 per infield.

If you play spring ball before the grass greens up and needs mowing, then remember that you will be playing on the same field condition in early spring that you left off with in late fall. If it has not filled in by late fall then it will be weak in the spring, but will likely fill in nicely during the spring and summer. If you take an aggressive approach now and get the seeding in late then it may not fill and smooth out by early next spring. Use your experience to make the suggestions work for your situation, i.e., take the advice only if you think it will work for you, not just because an "expert" gives it.

1. Scalp mowing to 0.5 inches will allow better seed establishment and smoothing if you topdress and drag.

2. Verticut and rake or sweep loose plant debris from the surface. The vertical-cutting is used to open up more channels for seed and topdressing to mix into the surface. At this point the infield is bald and you can easily see any surface unevenness. If the surface needs substantial smoothing then add sufficient sand topdressing (not to exceed 0.5 in.) and level with leveling drag or aluminum screen. If you don’t have a topdresser don’t let that stop you. It takes me about an hour to sling a 1/4-inch of sand on an infield grass area. Get a big scoop, turn shovel sideways and fan it across the surface like you are hitting a hockey puck. If you are doing substantial leveling by moving the topdressing around with a drag then be careful not to drag the seed into all of the low spots. Seeding in multiple layers will help you avoid this problem.

3. Core aerify with holes on 2-inch centers. Seed over open holes and cores. Break up cores and drag into surface.

4. Seed in multiple layers to guarantee good germination and coverage. Broadcast seed over open aerifier holes and drag. Broadcast seed and bury with a thin layer of topdressing or compost. Drill seed in multiple directions. I would seed 1 to 1.5 lbs. Kentucky bluegrass/1000 sq.ft. for each of the three operations. This will be a total of 3 to 4.5 # seed per/1000sq.ft total. Some may say this is excessive, but seed is inexpensive, you don’t have time to wait for it to fill in, and my experience has been that these seeding rates do not cause any turf problems and it gives you the best chance at getting the density that you need by next spring/summer.

5. Fertilize any time during the operation with a starter fertilizer. Usually it is the last operation over the field. Follow local guidelines where there are restrictions on phosphorous application.

6. Roll if the surface is a little loose from all of the coring, sanding, and drilling seeding. Rolling will help germination with seed-to-soil contact. The existing grass KB and PR will grow faster than the new seed but hopefully everything will smooth out by the end of the fall. If not it may be a little uneven in the spring until growth starts again. Roll the infield grass if it is too much of a problem.

7. Consider using a winter cover for better establishment, winter protection and earlier spring green-up.

8. Since it is starting to get late in the seeding season I suggest that you pre-germinate some or all of the KB seed since it will speed your establishment up by about 2 weeks or more. Use a drying agent or sand to mix with the seed so that it will go through a cyclone spreader.

This one-day renovation has worked for me many times and it can turn a miserable infield into a very respectable playing surface in one season.

Soft and plush describes the visual appearance that we want but from an infield playability standpoint I like to think tight and stiff. Descriptives aside, I know when I have walked on an infield that is just right because the hair on the back of my neck stands up, tight and stiff at about a 1/2 inch. The last time that happened was on Mark Rozum’s infield at the Colorado Rockies’ Coors Field.

QUESTIONS? Send them to Dave Minner at Iowa State University, 106 Horticulture Hall, Ames, IA 50011, or email dminner@iastate.edu. Or, send them to Grady Miller at the University of Florida, PO Box 110470, Gainesville, FL 32611, or email gmiller@mail.ifas.ufl.edu.
It’s all about water!

Living well requires managed water. Not water ponding on the surface or saturating your soils, but the right amount in the right place. Multi-Flow maintains healthy moisture levels, ensuring usable earth for better living.

Contact Varicore Technologies for dependable drainage solutions.
800.978.8007 • service@varicore.com • www.varicore.com